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Bitcoin is once again the topic of the week as the geopolitical situation in Russia and Ukraine raises some interesting issues. 
The price of bitcoin suffered another steep drop of around 12% as military action began in Ukraine, but then increased by 
around 16% from its low point. Following Ukraine's overshadowed legalisation of cryptocurrency last week, Russia's Ministry 
of Finance has now put forward a draft bill following its recent announcement that it would legalise cryptocurrency, treating 
it as an investment asset excluded from payment use cases and subject to strict limits. There is speculation that the move – 
against the wishes of the Central Bank of Russia – could help the country and its elite to mitigate the impact of sanctions 
being imposed by the international community. Indeed, blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis has highlighted how Russia 
could use crypto to evade sanctions. However, the firm’s Head of International Policy Caroline Malcom points out that the 
greater transparency afforded by blockchain payments would not provide Russia with a silver bullet to evade sanctions, 
saying, "As in the traditional financial system, the cryptocurrency ecosystem can put measures in place to identify 
transactions from identified sanctioned entities." 

Ukraine is already trying to prevent Russian users from exploiting cryptocurrencies, with the government asking all major 
crypto exchanges to block addresses of Russian users. Although Ukraine-based exchange Dmarket has complied with the 
request, it is highly unlikely that other international exchanges will follow suit, particularly considering the request is at odds 
with the ideology that underlies much of the crypto industry. Despite this, the Ukrainian government has itself been making 
use of cryptocurrencies, raising nearly USD 10 million in bitcoin, ether, and Tether following a direct appeal for 
cryptocurrency donations by the country’s official Twitter account, while Cointelegraph estimates that total crypto donations 
sent to Ukraine have surpassed USD 37 million. 

 

 

The European Parliament has delayed a key vote on the Markets in Crypto-Assets Directive, known as 
MiCA. Part of the European Commission’s Digital Finance Package, MiCA is a comprehensive new 
legislative proposal developed to regulate currently out-of-scope crypto-assets and their service 
providers. If the proposal had been approved, the directive would then be negotiated between the 
European Parliament, the European Commission, and the Council of the European Union. Although the 
draft directive had been welcomed by most industry leaders, recent amendments to it have garnered 
wide-spread criticism. These could be interpreted as looking to ban the activity of mining, associated 
with proof-of-work blockchains such as Bitcoin. Stefan Berger, the chair of the Economics Committee 
and rapporteur in charge of the vote, made the decision to delay it, indicating it was important that the 
directive does not get interpreted as a de facto ban on bitcoin. The vote, which was due to take place on 
28 February, has been postponed indefinitely. 

   

Last week, it was confirmed through a proof of reserves attestation that Tether, the largest public 
stablecoin operator by market capitalisation (USD 79.6 billion), has significantly reduced its holdings of 
commercial paper in favour of money market funds and treasury bills. This is considered an 
improvement to its arrangements given the shorter-term maturity date for these instruments, reported 
to be between 0 and 90 days compared to between 91 and 365 days for the majority of the outstanding 
commercial paper held by the company. The proof of reserves was verified by independent auditor MHA 
Cayman, which also confirmed that reserves for USDT, Tether’s USD stablecoin, exceeded the value of 
USDT in the market. Given the growing utility of stablecoins globally, other operators and blockchain 
companies have also been actively addressing their treasury arrangements. Notably, the Luna 
Foundation Guard (LFG) has raised USD 1 billion in reserves for UST, the most prominent algorithmic 
stablecoin on the Terra network. Somewhat unusually, and unlike Tether’s fiat/traditional asset backing, 
LFG will convert all the USD into bitcoin, which it says will act as a bitcoin-denominated forex reserve for 
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UST, with plans to add other non-correlated assets over time. Proof of reserves and treasury backing 
have been of growing interest to global regulators of late, due to concern stablecoins could – in time – 
affect the stability of financial markets. As such, it is encouraging to witness concerted efforts to address 
liquidity and backing, despite such moves being a condition of Tether’s settlement with the New York 
Attorney General in February 2021. 

   

Coinbase has announced it is integrating its wallet browser extension with Ledger's hardware wallet. The 
browser extension allows users to connect their self-custody wallets to decentralised applications 
(dApps) built on top of smart contract networks such as the Ethereum blockchain. This provides users 
with access to goods and services available in decentralised ecosystems such as decentralised finance 
(DeFi) products. Ledger is a world leader in hardware wallets – physical devices that store the private 
keys to your crypto wallet offline – and integration of their wallets into the Coinbase browser extension 
provides users with additional security when using such dApps. Before this integration, users would 
have had to use Coinbase’s online ‘hot’ wallet, making them far more susceptible to hacks or scamming 
attempts as the private keys used to effect transactions are stored in online servers. Providing users 
with the ability to use a hardware wallet therefore ensures that only the user who holds the physical 
device – or recovery phrase linked to the device – can transact. The ability to use a hardware wallet when 
connecting with dApps is becoming increasingly important with the rapid growth of DeFi and Web3. 

 

Both the London Stock Exchange (LSEG) and New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) have taken steps towards 
supporting digital assets, demonstrating the growing exposure of institutional market participants to the 
asset class. Last week, LSEG acquired TORA for USD 325 million. TORA is an order, execution, and 
portfolio management system for a variety of traditional and digital assets, with LSEG reporting its 
intention to expand its trading capabilities to include digital assets and strengthen its presence in the 
crypto market. In a similar move, Intercontinental Exchange Inc. (ICE), the parent company of the NYSE, 
has taken an ownership stake in tZERO, an alternative trading system for digital securities. This is ICE’s 
latest move into the digital asset industry, having already become the majority owner of digital asset 
custody and exchange provider Bakkt. 

 Brazil Moves to Regulate Cryptocurrency (Pymnts) 

 In New Data Act, the European Commission Aims for More Control Over Smart Contracts (The Block) 

 Bank of Spain Governor Calls for Crypto Surveillance (Decrypt) 

 China Tightens Law to Jail Those Found Raising Funds Though Crypto Sales (The Block) 

 Crypto Unicorn Bitpanda Snaps Up FCA-Registered Custodian in First Acquisition (The Block) 

 Gemini Joins Coinbase and Block at The Crypto Council for Innovation (Cointelegraph) 

   Stablecoin Issuer Circle Launches Business Accounts for USDC Transactions (Cointelegraph) 
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Sweden’s Riksbank has announced it recently completed Phase 2 of the e-krona project. This phase examined how the e-
krona may be designed, and included technical testing of key functions such as offline payments and the integration of 
external participants, the results of which will be published in spring 2022. Although no decision has been made on 
issuing a CBDC, the bank will begin Phase 3 of the project to determine further requirements of the e-krona if a decision 
is made to issue it. The bank also announced that it will continue with limited technical testing, while continuing dialogue 
with technology providers, payment market participants, and the general public. 

Digital Euro Consultancy Request for Proposals (European Union) 

IMF Warns The Central Bank of Nigeria that eNaira May Lead to New Money-Laundering and Terrorism Financing Risks 

(Nairametrics) 

Uganda Looks to Kenya, Jamaica for Its Digital Currency (The East African) 

The Arab Monetary Fund Publishes a Guidance Note “Central Bank Digital Currencies: A Practical Guide For Arab Central 
Banks" (Arab Monetary Fund) 

BOJ On Track for Digital Currency Roll-Out (Jamaica Observer) 

CBDC Corner 
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